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Virtual Private Cloud for
SAP HANA: what is it?

Seeweb’s Iaas solution for SAP 
HANA is the private cloud service 

that enables you to get virtual 
machines on certified or 

supported SAP hardware.

Main use cases 

Managing SAP S/4HANA 
platforms in cloud environ-
ments;

SAP workload management 
leveraging the flexibility of 
the underlying platform;

Creating a geographical 
disaster recovery environ-
ment 

Compliance with specific, 
high security standards and 
legal policies.

Seeweb’s VPC for SAP HANA 
It’s the perfect private cloud for SAP partners and ERP integra-
tors looking for an established partner. 
Our server farms, located in strategic points of Europe, allow 
us to offer you:

IT infrastructure robustness 

A reliable and redundant network system

Unlimited provisioning opportunities

Proactive anti-DoS protection 

Our resilient and flexible technology, projected for helping 
organizations to automate and manage their processes, 
offers:

Two computational nodes, with the latest dual Intel processor 
and various RAM availability, starting from 256 GB

1 TB of full flash SAN (Storage Area Network) completely 
redundant

Free VMware license up to 10 GB of RAM and a pay per use 
model for higher volumes

As an option, an enterprise class security appliance that 
allows you to protect your infrastructure at the highest levels 
(Fortinet FortiGate) 

SAP certified hardware (Cloud and Infrastructure Operations)

Operating system certified for SAP installations (Suse Linux or 
RedHat)

HANA installation in BYOL mode (Bring Your Own License)

Possibility of interconnection to private infrastructures

Technogy and people  
For your SAP projects and for your needs to integrate mana-
gement systems, contact our presales specialists that will help 
you design the best infrastructure with the benefits of: 

Energy efficient systems (DNSH compliant) 

Contractual flexibility 

Maximum support for infrastructure maintenance and stability 

Data security and compliance  

Presales support 
Design your Virtual Private Cloud infrastructure for SAP can 
be easy with our professional presales support. Tell us your 
needs in terms of SLA and computing resources: our profes-
sionals are available to develop a personalized SAP Hana 
project for your company.
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